Please, pull up a chair. We’d like to take you through our inventive world of furniture – designed to give you complete freedom to style your office, leisure or educational spaces.

From funky to functional, each range has something fresh and distinctive to offer. So, if you’re sitting comfortably, we’ll begin.
To help you style your space, we’ve created this simple icon set to provide an insight into each range’s potential use.

Think of them as a helpful guide, giving you hints and tips about choosing the right furniture for your space. They’re also incredibly useful if you’re looking to create a cohesive collection of different styles. Whatever works best for you. Let’s get to work on your perfect office furniture collection.

**Collaborative**
It’s amazing what we can do when we put our heads together. Our collaborative furniture creates the perfect focal point or informal setting to help people join forces, move freely and coalesce to tackle the task at hand.

**Concentrate**
When you see this symbol, the furniture is designed to inspire its occupant to find their concentration. Whether through ergonomics, design features, or colour choices, it will help achieve pure focus.

**Learn**
All products with this symbol are great for the body and the brain. Furniture is versatile, cleverly designed for purpose and exceptionally comfortable.

**Socialise**
Creating a sociable and inviting space is easy - just find this symbol. When you do, you can be sure the furniture is created to be super comfy and relaxing.
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Our soft seating collections give you the freedom to create collaborative spaces, breakout areas and office environments that people actively enjoy being in. We all know that a happy workforce makes for good business.

So whether you wish to create a space for rest, meetings or work, our soft seating collection of furniture will make your team feel right at home.
Sheer comfort with impeccable style – that’s the Axim maxim.
With unique stitching detail and a host of beautiful styling cues, it’s a classic in the making.

But why should your eyes have all the fun? Axim is also remarkably comfortable, thanks to its luxuriously deep and inviting cushions. You have the freedom to choose a two-seater, three-seater and even an armchair to create a haven of cosiness. Just the sort of space people can’t help but return to time and time again.
Axim’s soft and supple upholstery is complemented by deep layers of responsive foam cushion, providing a level of comfort unrivalled by its contemporaries.

Resting upon firm, polished aluminium feet, Axim can be fully upholstered in any fabric or leather of your choice, with two-tones being particularly attractive. Whether you choose the armchair, two or three-seater sofa, you’re guaranteed the perfect balance between softness and support.
Take a seat in Chill. It’s an altogether pleasant and relaxing experience.

Its curvy visage is set atop polished chrome legs or a five-star swivel on castors, should you prefer. When you add into the mix the range of colour options available, Chill is a versatile chair you’ll love to enjoy time and time again.

Chill is the perfect meeting and breakout collection. Whether you are looking for a seat to relax in with a coffee or a fun, comfortable chair for a quick meeting, Chill is the seat for the occasion.
happy

From the moment you lay eyes on Happy, it’ll lift your mood. In fact, the chair itself looks like a big smile, creating a wonderfully comfortable and enjoyable place to recline.

Happy is one of our most popular breakout chair designs with its sweeping, organic form. It’s mostly used in foyer and breakout areas, but it will fit in pretty much anywhere. You can opt for a polished aluminium four-star swivel base or sled base, and a glorious array of upholstery fabrics. In short, you’ll feel happier with Happy.
hula

There’s an altogether creative aura around Hula. A versatile tub chair that serves up a fun and unexpected appearance that’s just the thing for receptions, lounges or funky breakout areas.

Fully upholstered, Hula isn’t your normal tub chair. With its unique and inviting, curvaceous form, it instantly catches the eye. A key part of Hula’s appeal is that it is as comfortable as it looks. Available in a wide selection of fabrics and leathers, you can achieve exactly the style you desire.
Mixing a distinctive silhouette and slightly angled back, Jac projects an air of contemporary sophistication that’s just as at home in a corporate reception as it is in a lounge or breakout area.

But don’t let its sharp lines fool you, Jac is exceptionally comfortable thanks to its moulded foam body and supple seats, making it the perfect seat to share or enjoy by yourself. Its linear charm can be accentuated perfectly with a two-tone finish together with polished chrome feet. Ideal for reception and breakout spaces, this range can be as fun or serious as you wish.
There’s a feel good factor that emanates from Jolly. With its appealing blend of organic shapes and pops of colour, you can’t help but love it.

It’s these features that make it a fantastic breakout chair – always ready and waiting to help you break away. When you do, soft inviting upholstery awaits, which looks particularly attractive when finished in contrasting fabrics. Whether you opt for a polished four-star swivel base or chrome sled base, Jolly is a jolly good choice.
You can’t help but ease into the Maxa chair range. They’re just so irresistibly sittable.

Available as an armchair and a two or three-seater – you can either share the experience or keep it all to yourself. Either way, once seated, you’ll wonder why you ever need to stand again.
Kick back, unwind and take a load off with the invitingly ergonomic form of the Page chair – a fantastic choice for any corporate or breakout area.

The key design aim with Page is for it to fit seamlessly into any contemporary environment. It’s available in a wide selection of fabrics or leather upholstery finishes, together with a multitude of colour options. Soft, comfortable and always happy to see you, Page can brighten up any environment.
When you choose the right furniture for your space, you’d be amazed at how it can positively affect people’s behaviour and productivity.

We have a rich collection of furniture to help you create spaces for social interactions, brainstorming sessions, breakout spaces, effortless lounging, or should you wish, snug, private islands.

Each item has a little something different to offer you, so please, take a seat and peruse at your leisure.
If you’re looking to create a flexible and productive working environment, there’s a Raft of options available to you.

Raft is a modular system available in a variety of configurations allowing you to create the seating solution you need. Designed with agile working in mind, Raft modules include single and double benches, corner pieces and curved sections. Optional integrated power and data further establish this as the flexible seat for the flexible worker.
If you’re looking to stay ahead in flexible design, then Raft+ is your solution.

A modular system offering endless configuration possibilities, Raft+ breathes life into office and hospitality settings, giving you the power to control and style your space.

Designed with adaptable longevity in mind, Raft+ includes straight and curved single, double and triple units, benches and corner pieces.
Raft+ is a superb option for creating inviting seating arrangements in virtually all office and hospitality areas.

Its magic ingredient is flexibility – there are seemingly endless combos available with straight and curved, single, double and triple units, benches and corner pieces. With its increased back height, Raft+ is perfect for linear runs in cafés, creating back-to-back booths, social areas, or nice secluded breakout areas. Add something special to your space with Raft+.
Keep your concentration by working in a snug space.

Snug provides a self-contained workspace, its acoustic properties helping to zone out surrounding noise, making it the ideal place to work by yourself or collaboratively.

In today’s busy working environments, Snug’s design offers privacy and shuts you off from distractions, keeping you focused.
Thanks to clever ergonomics you can concentrate on the task in hand. Whether at a conference or back at the office, we have a large collection of stylish chairs that allow your body to move freely and naturally. Each range is engineered to reduce pressure, maintain healthy circulation and importantly, be incredibly comfy.

It’s why our task chairs come fully loaded with a suite of adjustable features that allow you to create the most ergonomic adjustments to fit your body. In other words, you’ll be comfortable for hours on end, whilst our contoured, four-legged visitor and elegant cantilever chairs are superb solutions for shorter meetings and conferences.
There are four siblings in the App family, each one with its own distinct flavour. The supportive App task chair has three back options, and there’s also a super comfy App Visitor chair.

The task chair has been cleverly engineered with intuitive adjustment levers so you can make the most of its ergonomic features. With five lockable positions, every individual can sit happily and comfortably for hours at a time.
The App cantilever chair is no less comfy, thanks to its invitingly soft seat and back – making it perfect for conferences or meeting environments. As an added feature, you can have it with or without arms and even stack it four high. What’s not to love?
The Dot range is a bit of a chameleon - adapting perfectly to fit everyone’s shape, size and needs, ensuring you’ll sit comfortably for hours on end.

First up is the Dot Operator chair that comes with three back heights. To complement them all, there’s a cashier chair and cantilever visitor chair. With bundles of vibrant colour choices, the Dot is the versatile chair you’ve been looking for.
Felix combines a stylish aesthetic with great functionality, giving you that freedom to adjust practically every nuance of your seating position.

With a choice of weight adjustment or innovative synchronised mechanisms, your total comfort is guaranteed. Felix is further enhanced with a seat slide and three-degree forward tilt, which allows you to create a sublimely comfortable seating position that’s easily adaptable to your individual needs.
When it comes to comfort in the office, Felix really means business.

Designed for comfortable prolonged periods in the chair, the fine mesh back is not only aesthetically pleasing, but it’s also incredibly snug thanks to its natural flex. Supporting each micro-movement, Felix gives you the optimal ergonomic support.
We all come in different shapes and sizes, and Move intuitively adapts to suit any individual.

There’s little fuss in Move’s design, with a distinct focus on sleek ergonomics. Its simplicity leads to an elegance that creates a wonderfully comfortable experience. Move is available with a variety of options including a suite of arm rests, a polished aluminium base and a seat slide.
When you’re going to be seated for long periods of time, there really is only One choice.

The One chair is specifically designed for 24/7 usage, perfect for control rooms, call centres and environments that require around-the-clock work. One gives you maximum comfort thanks to an integral lumbar support, sliding seat, multifunctional arms and super supportive foam. One will be there to comfort you through every minute of every shift.
Question: What task chair offers supreme comfort, aesthetic styling and pure functionality? Why, it’s Q of course.

It all starts with the naturally flexible and breathable mesh-back, which you can adjust to create the perfect height. Just the thing to help you feel relaxed when deadlines are looming. Q’s synchronised mechanism ensures comfort throughout all its range of movement.
When you’re inviting people to talk shop, you need to have a seating arrangement that fits your needs perfectly, whether you’ve invited hundreds of delegates to a conference or a close-knit team for a brainstorm. Either way, we have something to suit.

Our creative suite of chairs are wonderfully functional and very easy on the eye. It gives you the freedom to specify exactly what you need. You’ll be able to choose from a huge variety of finishes, from upholstered seating to monoshell designs.
The Dream range offers a colourful selection of breakout, training and meeting chairs that are designed to brighten up any environment.

Dream is available in a choice of grey, white, black, blue, green and red polyamide. It can be upholstered and has a mesh-back option. You can specify the Dream collection with either a black, grey or chrome cantilever or four-legged frame. Dream is available with or without arms, optional linking device, castors and writing tablet.
The Event collection is a comprehensive range of bistro seating. This comprises of a choice of three individually shaped four-legged chairs with a tubular chrome frame, a selection of bistro stools and two polypropylene chairs.

The range can be specified in a choice of wood finishes that include beech, zebrano, white or ebonio. The polypropylene chairs can be specified in white, black, red or olive. The Event stools are available as a chrome stackable frame or with gas lift height adjustment. The range will suit any informal café or breakout area.
Handy and hardy, the Ice chair has been engineered for repeated use in demanding events or education spaces.

But for all its robustness, it’s still an incredibly comfortable chair. Made with the finest components, twin-stitched upholstery and a staunch ergonomic form, it makes for happy delegates who’ll be sitting pretty for hours. To avoid confusion on the big day, there’s a handy numbering system on the edge of each seat. And Ice’s perfectly stackable shape means it’s a cinch to store as well, stacking up to Ten high.
The mantra of Kara is to provide its occupant with maximum comfort through minimum effort. It achieves this beautifully.

Its remarkable one-piece mesh construction moulds perfectly to your individual body shape – giving you instant support without the need for adjustments. Ingeniously, the frame also flexes with every move you make, so it feels like a wholly natural and effortless seating experience. You can also add a personal touch with your choice of black or chalk frames and an optional polished base.
If you’re looking to create a stylish modern space, you’re going to need to be in the Loop.

A highly modern design, Loop presents a sleek aesthetic suitable for any environment. Comfortable and easily stackable, Loop comes in a range of colours, including black, white, red, green, orange and grey, with two-tone options also available.

For those seeking to really stay ahead of the curve, you can choose a clear techno plastic option in either smoky grey or cool ice tints.
With its sweeping lines and distinctive visage, the Loop collection fits seamlessly into any contemporary café, breakout space or restaurant. Sitting on top of its slender chrome legs is a seat perfectly contoured to hug the human form. You’ll find yourself just sliding into place. It’s really quite pleasing. It’s also easily stackable, giving you the flexibility to use your space as you wish. Available in black, white, red, green, orange, grey, two-tone options - and if you’re feeling particularly adventurous – a clear techno plastic option in either smoky grey or cool ice tints.
Tables are the cohesive glue that bring a room together. The trick is to find the right design to fit your needs. Perhaps it needs to be something that spurs creativity, or a table that offers peace and calm, or the simplicity of a funky coffee house perch.

To give you all the flexibility you could wish for, we have tables to fit all sorts of spaces and requirements. One thing we should add — we’ve purposefully designed our tables to perfectly complement a whole range of our chairs. So, make sure you flick through both sections, you’ll find they make a wonderful partnership.
The Axim table is designed to fit seamlessly into any environment.

Axim achieves this with ease thanks to its polished steel, square legs and complementary square or rectangular tops, available in a wide selection of MFC finishes. Such contemporary styling makes it the perfect perch for hipster cafés or office breakout areas and just about anywhere else too.
Meet a table that’s the perfect accompaniment to so many of the collections within the Komac range.

There’s something wonderfully social about a circular table. No wonder then that Line is perfectly attuned to life in an informal reception area, atrium or breakout space. Its polished steel sled base gives Line a contemporary edge whilst complementing its tabletop, available in a selection of MFC finishes.
Reef has a solid dependable character that makes it perfect for so many environments, from cafés to collaborative workspaces.

Grounded in practicality, Reef also has an understated look that’s been designed to universally complement a range of Komac chairs. This gives you a great deal of freedom to mix and match table and seating plans together, so you get exactly the look you want.

So, whether you’re sipping on a flat white or discussing company statistics, Reef is the perfect table companion.
Some prefer square. Others will only ever have round. With Reef you can have both on the top and bottom. A lovably robust shape, Reef’s designed to be a coffee, poseur, meeting or dining table.

Let’s take a look at the numbers. You can choose a 600mm diameter circular base or a 500mm square base. So you can get exactly the look you want, there’s a wide selection of MFC finishes available. You even have the option of an integral power and data unit, making Reef the go-to spot in any room.
Life in an office, conference or educational environment can be demanding, but Trafik is a robust flip-top table that’s more than up to the task. Its clean and simple style belies a suite of smart engineering, designed to make it a joy to have around. Each table can be easily nested together when space is lacking. The flipping mechanism is smooth and easily engaged. The steel frame is fitted with braked castors as standard, so Trafik stays exactly where you intended. If that wasn’t enough, it also comes in rectangular, circular, trapezoidal and D-end shapes so you can create different configurations to your heart’s content.
Although Vox is technically known as an occasional table, you’ll probably find yourself drawn to it more than occasionally.

A simple and sophisticated design, Vox’s toughened glass really helps to show off the stainless steel legs underneath. There’s something about the smoked edge that’s just inherently attractive. To give you plenty of scope for creativity when designing your reception or breakout space, Vox also comes in a rectangular, circular or square shape, with a wide selection of MFC finishes available.